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Executive Committee: Officer roles and responsibilities 
 

Chair 

 

The Chair is responsible for the leadership and overall direction of the Association. The 
Chair role can be singular, or split between two Co-Chairs, wherein the responsibilities of 
the role are divided between two individuals. The role of Chair is ultimately accountable 
for the other Executive Officers and those in the Advisory group and will have an 
understanding of most of the ongoing work of the Association. Members elected to 
Chair are expected to have had experience of working within the GLADD Executive 
Committee or Advisory Group. 

The primary role of the Chair is to drive the overall direction of the Association through 
the course of their term. This is accomplished through various means: 

Leadership 

The Chair will be present at all Executive Committee meetings and will direct these 
meetings to guide the work of the Association in keeping with its’ constitutional aims. 
They will also be responsible for all members of the Executive Committee and the wider 
Advisory Group, ensuring that each person has adequate support in their work for the 
Association. 

External Representation 

The Chair will be required to liaise with external affiliated organisations to further the 
aims of the Association; including but not limited to the GMC, the BMA and other LGBT+ 
activist organisations. As such, the Chair is expected to uphold the good reputation of 
the Association within the public eye. While this may be delegated appropriately to 
other executive officers, it is the responsibility of the Chair to ensure that the Association 
maintains its ongoing good reputation with such external organisations. 
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Upholding Constitutional Aims 

The Chair is expected to lead executive and strategic activities of the Association to 
further its constitutional aims, which can be broadly categorised in to ‘Networking’, 
‘Education’ and ‘Activism’. Many of the ongoing projects of the Association are split in to 
‘Working Groups’ comprised of members of the Executive Committee and Advisory 
Group. The Chair will be expected to ensure that each of these projects and Working 
Groups are achieving their aims, either through direct involvement and leadership, or via 
delegation to an appropriate Executive Officer. 

Processes and Accountability 

The Chair will be responsible for forwarding and improving the way in which GLADD 
works. This may involve improving the day-to-day workings of the Association, 
improving the democratic processes of the Association, or progressing the Association’s 
policies and procedures. As the Chair of the Association, they will be accountable to the 
membership, and should ensure that the membership’s views are accounted for in the 
work of the Association. 
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Treasurer 

 

The primary responsibility of the Treasurer is to oversee and administer the finances of 
the association. This does not require any particular specialist knowledge: the 
association employs professional accountants annually, and a very able administrator. 
Rather, the Treasurer should have an overview of the finances and guide the Executive 
Committee accordingly. 

The Treasurer is expected to attend Executive Committee meetings regularly and 
provide apologies when that is not possible. At those meetings, the Treasurer has a 
particular responsibility to consider the financial implications of projects. The Treasurer 
will also work closely with the Events and Education coordinator and their team to review 
budgeting for events. 

As a member of the Executive Committee, the Treasurer shares responsibility for the 
overall running of the association and long-term strategic planning. 

As a member of the Executive Committee, the Treasurer will have responsibility for 
named members of the advisory group. In particular, the Treasurer currently has 
responsibility for the Website and Re-branding Working Group. The Treasurer may also 
be part of, or lead, other working groups. 

The Treasurer has a particular responsibility to consider strategies for extending 
membership in order to secure the association’s long-term financial stability. 

The Treasurer also holds a responsibility to facilitate an effective transition at the end of 
their term. 
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Secretary 

 

The main role of the Secretary is to support the administrative functions of the Executive. 
When required, the Secretary also works with GLADD’s administrator to facilitate the 
running of the Association. 

As a member of the Executive Committee, the Secretary is expected to attend 
Committee meetings regularly (or provide apologies in advance), and actively 
participate in Executive operational and strategic activities. The Secretary oversees the 
members and work of named Advisory Group members and Working Groups, including 
social media lead and webmaster. 

At the end of their term, the outgoing Secretary will facilitate an effective transition to the 
incoming Officer. 

 

The Secretary has a number of specific administrative responsibilities: 

Organise executive committee meetings. 

Set a Doodle poll, and schedule the meeting for the best available date. Assemble and 
distribute the agenda, with any other documents to be discussed during the meeting. 
Take minutes, distribute to the committee, and make necessary amendments. 

GLADD Tidings monthly newsletter. 

Gather content for the GLADD Tidings newsletter, then email the newsletter to the 
Membership at the start of every month, using Mailchimp. 

File storage and archiving. 

Maintain the GLADD Dropbox account. Periodically send appropriate material to the 
Bishopsgate Institute, for public archiving in their collection. Periodically download the 
Slack archive, to ensure conversations are archived. 

Emails to the Membership. 

Use the Mailchimp account to send ad hoc emails to the membership, for example 
regarding important updates or on specific issues that need greater attention beyond 
inclusion in the Tidings. Send regular email reminders in the run-up to social and other 
events. Coordinate consultation processes with the Membership. 
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Support the Annual General Meeting. 

Advertise the meeting and invite agenda items for the AGM by email to the Membership. 
Advertise the list of Executive Committee positions open to be contested by election, 
including a description of the roles and responsibilities. Collect personal statements of 
Members standing of election to an Officer position. Email the membership the agenda, 
the minutes from the previous AGM, the annual accounts, and the list of names and 
personal statements of Officer candidates. Take minutes of the AGM proceedings. 

Link with the National Council of Voluntary Organisations. 

Maintain membership of the NCVO. Review, adapt and incorporate NCVO policy and 
guidance documents for use within the GLADD Executive and the Association as a whole 

Support the administrative functions of the Executive. 

Support in preparation of policy documents, including Standard Operating Procedures 
and updates to the Constitution. Provide letters confirming membership of GLADD or of 
the Executive Committee when required. 
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Education and Events Coordinator 

 

The Education and Events Coordinator is a new role to the Executive Committee and is 
primarily responsible for two of the Association’s three main constitutional aims: 
Education and Networking. As a member’s organisation, there are many social and 
professional networking events in the annual calendar which require organisation. The 
Education and Events Coordinator is responsible for ensuring these events are 
organised, promoted and executed. 

Alongside networking events, the Education and Events Coordinator is responsible for 
progressing the efforts of the Association to improve education on LGBT+ health. This 
can be undertaken by project with other organisations, or by direct educational events 
organised by the Association. 

The main, recurring annual events are: 

Annual General Meeting 

The AGM is a constitutional requirement to ensure that the membership have 
opportunity to receive updates on the work of the Association, appraise the annual 
budget and vote for the executive committee. Alongside formal requirements, this event 
is usually paired with social activities, commonly a formal dinner with entertainments. 

New Year’s and Summer Parties 

The Association will routinely arrange a social event shortly after the New Year and in 
late summer, providing an opportunity for members to (re)connect, socialise and enjoy 
social and/or professional networking opportunities. These are usually hosted at LGBT 
venues, with refreshments and food provided. 

Educational Events 

The Association aims to improve the state of education around LGBT+ health, and this 
often includes the support and/or organisation of LGBT+ educational events. The 
Education and Events Coordinator will be responsible for arranging such events 

Other Ad Hoc Events 

Often additional events will be added to the calendar, sometimes in collaboration with 
external organisations; or simply to add more events for the membership to enjoy. Whilst 
the Association will normally attempt to hold a minimum of three annual events (AGM, 
New Year’s and Summer parties), additional ad hoc events are often well received by 
the membership.  
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Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Lead 

 

The Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (ED&I) Lead is a new role on the Executive 
Committee, and is primarily responsible for ensuring that the work of the Association 
maintains the high standards of equality, diversity and inclusion expected by the diverse 
community of the membership. The ED&I Lead will be responsible for improving inclusion 
within the Executive Committee, the Advisory Group and the wider membership of the 
Association. 

The ED&I Lead will be expected to work throughout the Executive Committee and the 
Advisory Group to refine the ongoing work and projects of the Association to maintain 
an intersectional approach to all work of the Association. This will be achieved with the 
support of a number of ‘Representation Officers’ on the Advisory Group, appointable at 
the discretion of the Executive Committee. These roles include (but are by no means 
limited to): 

-         Women’s Officer 

-         BAME Officer 

-         Trans Officer 

-         Dental Officer 

-         Student’s Officer 

-         Retired Officer 

The ED&I lead is heavily involved with the activist work of the Association, so as to work 
towards the betterment of healthcare for LGBT+ patients and professionals 

The work of the ED&I Lead should permeate through all projects of the Association to 
ensure that it is as representative of the wider LGBT+ community as possible, and that 
intersectionality is a core principle within all of the Association’s projects. 


